The principal reason why people seek Internet connectivity is the desire to communicate electronically with friends and colleagues. Though much of this electronic communication takes place one-to-one, it is equally easy to communicate with hundreds (or thousands) of users who have a common interest. This column will explain the mechanics of an Internet discussion list how you join a list and send messages as well as highlighting practical issues such as how you can find lists relevant to your specialty and how you can minimize the time spent reading irrelevant postings. In true Internet style this piece will take the form of an FAQ document (frequently asked questions).
WHAT IS A DISCUSSION LIST?
Discussion lists (or mailing lists) are subject-specific groups that are participated in and distributed by e-mail. Once you have joined a list for example sports-med, a list created to discuss all aspects of sports medicine every message that is posted to this list is copied to your electronic mailbox. As this task of copying and forwarding mail messages to every list member is performed by a computer software program, the effort for the individual is the same as sending an e-mail to a single colleague. No charges are levied to 'subscribe' to any discussion list.
Discussion lists are an excellent wray for health professionals to solicit opinion, air concerns and discuss matters of mutual interest. For example, subscribers to the GP-UK discussion list recently discussed the NHS network, the efficacy of troglitizone, and whether an eight minute appointment slot is long enough for an effective consultation. As each mail message is sent to the 600+ subscribers, most postings generate some response and discussion.
CAN ANYONE JOIN ANY LIST?
Every discussion list has its onwn set of rules governing issues such as who can join and post messages, and whether or not postings have to be vetted (moderated) by the list owner. Moderated lists tend to be less active than open ones, though the level of discussion is usually of far higher quality.
HOW DO I FIND LISTS RELEVANT TO MY INTERESTS?
With recent estimates suggesting that the number of Internet discussion lists now exceeds 85 000 the greatest problem facing any Internet user is in identifying relevant lists. In part this problem can be addressed by searching the Directory of Mailing Lists Database at http:///www.liszt.com (See Figure 1) .
As an example of the range of lists available, a search for arthritis' identified five potentially relevant discussion forums including arthritis-i, a general discussion forum about arthritis, and OMERACT, a tightly defined list that looks exclusively at outcome measures in rheumatoid arthritis clinical trials. The Liszt database also provides additional information about each list including the average number of postings, and N-hether the list is open or closed. If this information is unavailable instruction is provided on how to obtain it.
Though the coverage of the Liszt database is extensive it does not index the 1800 discussion lists hosted by Mailbase. Since these lists originate in the UK and are only established if they can be seen to benefit higher education and research communities, they are particularly useful to health professionals practising in the UK. Names and descriptions of Mailbase lists can be searched at http:// Though discussion lists can be very informative and entertaining they can also be very time consuming. Though the 96 messages posted to the list evidence-based health in an average month may be manageable, the 528 messages posted to GP-UK may be more problematic. You only have to forget to empty your e-mail box for a couple of days to appreciate the difficulties posed by high-volume discussion lists.
This difficulty can be overcome if the list maintains a hypertext Web archive of all postings. For example, the Allergy List has a Web archive which anyone can access [http: / /listserv.tamu.edu/archives/allergy.htmlI This site not only allows you to read all messages sent to this list at a time and frequency you can dictate but also provides readers with the opportunity to keyword search the postings. Moreover, in a move which I hope will be S S . Figure 2 The Allergy List Web archive adopted by other sites hosting hypertext Web archives, the Allergy site also produces a 'table of contents' to each week's postings. This feature ensures that you only need read those postings which truly interest you (see Figure 2 ). Web-based archives also enable you to assess the relevance of a list before you commit yourself to a subscription. If a discussion list does not support a Web-based archive then it is important to read its 'info' file, which will describe its purpose, scope and intended audience. Also, if a list strays from its original objectives, alert the list owner. If the list continues to generate irrelevant postings, use your right to unsubscribe.
ENDPIECE
Though the topic of privacy on the Internet has received less media coverage than fraud or pornography, it is an issue that affects everyone who uses the Internet. Each time you visit a Web site you leave a 'footprint' that reveals where you have come from, what browser you are using, and what pages and files you have accessed. If you have enabled your browser to send and receive e-mail then your name and email address can also be collected from your computer by prying Webmasters.
To draw attention to this issue the Center for Democracy and Technology (CDT) have created a privacy demonstration page where you can see what information your Web browser discloses about yourself. To run this demonstration, point your browser at: http://www.1 3x. comr/cgi-bin/cdt/snoop.pl Moments after visiting this site I received an e-mail message alerting me to the fact that I had visited the CDT site. At no point in the demonstration did I volunteer any personal information. As the CDT conclude, 'this is just one more example of how you can inadvertently provide information about you and your browsing habits as you surf the Net'.
